POOL
MEASURE
PRO
Measure it right the first time.
An innovative mobile app
for measuring pools for
replacement liners and
safety covers.
Save time and money.
Available for iPhone, iPad, and
Android smartphones and
tablets; Windows 10 desktops,
laptops and tablets.
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www.fisherlea.com
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Why use Pool Measure Pro?
∙

∙

Designed to help you avoid common
measurement issues.
Catch problems before leaving the customer
site – no more data holds from the fabricator.
Voice recognition for fast and easy measuring.
Take pool-side photos to let the designer see
the pool like you do.
Send your measurements electronically – no
more faxing or searching for measurement forms.
Clean, clear measurement reports for your
records.
Have confidence the liner or safety cover will fit
the pool perfectly the first time.

Fast Data Entry
The user interface is specifically designed to
measure safety covers and pool liners.
Pool Measure Pro's data screens are tailor-made
to work on mobile devices, allowing for fast data
entry right from the pool side.

Voice Recognition

NEW

Use your voice to enter your measurements.
Support for voice recognition and speech output
to read back your measurements frees your hands
for the tape measure. You can even use a Bluetooth
headset to work easily in noisy backyards.

Instant Feedback
Your AB measurement data is plotted as you enter
it, giving you immediate visual feedback as you
work at the pool side. That means you’ll see any
measurement issues as they occur, so you can
correct them on the spot.

Intelligent Warning System
No more return visits for additional measurements.
An intelligent warning system catches common
issues and oversights, allowing you to correct them
before leaving the customer site.

Direct Electronic Submission
Send measurement data to the fabricator directly
from the pool side. Or submit your measurements
back at the office from your WIFI network – you
don’t need a mobile data plan or a strong mobile
signal.

Preferred Vendors List
Send your measurements for FREE to any of the
fabs or distributors on our preferred vendors list.

